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Abstract. We present an optical finite impulse response (FIR) filter de-
sign method. Based on crystal birefringence, an optical FIR filter can be
designed to produce arbitrary spectrum output. A mathematic model of
the optical FIR filter is introduced from the FIR theory. Details of the
mapping relationship between an FIR filter and an optical filter are ana-
lyzed. A classical FIR filter design method is directly applied. After using
the optical backward transfer method to implement the optical configura-
tion, a design of a green/magenta broadband filter is discussed. The
experiment results demonstrate that the theoretical simulation is in ac-
cordance with the experiment. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1586289]

Subject terms: finite impulse response filter; optical finite impulse response filter;
crystal birefringence; extended Jones matrix; arbitrary spectrum output.
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1 Introduction

An optical filter is one of the most important devices us
in optical system spectrum crunching and optical sig
processing. The present optical filters mainly consist of t
broad categories: thin film filter and birefringent filte
There are several types of filters based on the latter, suc
multiple tunable liquid crystal filters,1 Lyot filters, and Solc
filters.2 Birefringent filters have been used widely, such
in the observation of solar prominence, selection of la
wavelength, separation of wavelength signals, endosc
imaging, remote sensing, optical communication, etc.3

It has been a long time since the idea of a filter co
prised of cascaded birefringent retarders appeared, bu
specific outputs it produces limit its wider applications
some extent. Although the multiple tunable liquid crys
filter makes use of electrooptic effects to obtain the des
spectrum output, it still can be simplified as a series
retardation plates in a continuous rotation. However, it c
be difficult to control due to the influences of temperatu
viewing angle, material stress, sandwiched structure,
other outside circumstances. The Lyot and Solc filters h
strong regularities in structure: the retarders in Lyot filte
are ranged in the same rotation angles but in geome
series thicknesses, while the retarders of identical th
nesses in Solc filters are disposed in a folded or sec
shaped rotation. This structural regularity results in sim
spectrum output because of the freedom constraint, so
ally only narrowband output is available. However in som
other optical processing cases, such as projection dis
and color manipulation, a filter that is able to provide
arbitrary spectrum is required. This is a big challenge
the capabilities of conventional birefringent filters.

Also based on crystal birefringence, an optical finite i
pulse response~FIR! filter is comprised of a series of crys
tal retarders between two polarizers~or a polarization
beamsplitter!. In contrast, it manages to produce an ar
trary spectrum of two complementary colors orthogo
2318 Opt. Eng. 42(8) 2318–2323 (August 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$1
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with each other. In this work, we concentrate on how
realize optical FIR filters producing arbitrary desired spe
trums. The classical FIR theory in electronics is used
establish the mathematical model of this optical FIR fil
and the numerical approximation method is employed
the filter design to search the suitable coefficients of
output series. Once the coefficients are obtained, they
be used to determine the real orientation of each retarde
optical backward transfertechniques. Through the examp
discussed, we can see that the main merits of this filter
the convenience of design, good flexibility, and good p
formances of both spectrum and angle properties.

2 Model of the Optical FIR Filter

2.1 Mathematical Model of the Optical FIR Filter

In order to see the correspondence of a FIR filter with
optical FIR filter, we give a brief depiction of the FIR
theory. For a discrete linear system and a causal system
output and input of a digital filter could be described by
convolution in the time domain. It is shown in Eq.~1! as4:

y~n!5 (
k52`

`

h~k!x~n2k!, ~1!

where x(n) is a discrete time series andh(k) is the re-
sponse of a unit sampling seriesd(n). If h(k) includes
finite sampling dots only in the range 0<k<N21 ~N is
finite!, the system is called a finite impulse response dig
filter ~FIR filter!. The frequency response of this FIR filte
can be easily obtained though the Fourier transform.

H@exp~ ivT!#5 (
k50

N21

h~k!exp~2 ikvT!. ~2!
5.00 © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Obviously, in the frequency field a FIR filter is the su
of a finite Fourier series, and the coefficients of the Fou
series are unit impulse responses. It corresponds with
infinite discrete series distributed on the whole time ax
But to make it realizable, the approximation is made
intercepting finite terms and shifting in the meantime.
how to intercept and revise coefficients is the key probl
in FIR filter design.

Figure 1 shows the general structure of optical FIR fil
composed of a series of birefringent retarders:n birefrin-
gent crystal retarders of identical length and material
cascaded at specific rotation angles between two polari
with the optical axis of each retarder parallel to its optic
surface. The anisotropism in the crystal leads to the se
ration of o-light and e-light with different velocities. Whe
linear polarized light comes through the retarder, it is
vided into two components along the fast-axis and lo
axis, respectively, and they serve as the input of the sec
plate. The output of the second retarder can be comb
into three different impulses in a time series along a fa
fast axis, fast-slow axis, and slow-slow axis, respective
So it can be learned by analogy that such an optical
work asn crystal retarders chosen with the same mate
and length will definitely producen11 impulses with the
identical time interval,5 described by Eq.~3!.

C~ t !5C0d~ t !1C1d~ t2a!1C2d~ t22a!1¯

1Cnd~ t2na!

5 (
k50

n

Ckd~ t2ka!, ~3!

where a denotes the time interval of the impulse serie
given by

a5ts2t f5LDh/c, ~4!

wherets , t f denote the time needed to transit a single
tarder of the two impulses,L is the length of each retarde
andDh denotes the difference of refraction indices:

Dh5ne2no . ~5!

Fig. 1 The general structure of an optical FIR filter.
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Here c is the light velocity in a vacuum. Thus the pha
difference caused by a single retarder is determined as

G5
2pDhL

l
, ~6!

wherel is the wavelength in a vacuum. The Fourier tran
form ~FT! of Eq. ~3! is expressed as:

C~v!5C01C1 exp~2 iav!1C2 exp~2 i2av!1¯

1Cn exp~2 inav!

5 (
k50

n

Ck exp~2 ikav!. ~7!

Thus we know that the frequency output of an optical F
filter is a Fourier series with finite terms and real coef
cients, coincident with a standard FIR filter. In this sen
such an optical linear network could be termed as a F
filter realized by optics. Its physical parameters are map
into the parameters of the FIR filter. For example, the o
tical impulse output is in correspondence with the impu
series of an FIR filter. Its frequency response through
Fourier transform approximates the desired output.

Now we restate Eq.~7! into two other forms, which are
totally equivalent:

C~v!5C01C1 exp~2 iG!1C2 exp~2 i2G!1¯

1Cn exp~2 inG!

5 (
k50

n

Ck exp~2 ikG!, ~8!

C~l!5C01C1 expF2 i2pDhLS 1

l D G
1C2 expF2 i22pDhLS 1

l D G1¯

1Cn expF2 in2pDhLS 1

l D G
5 (

k50

n

Ck expF2 ik2pDhLS 1

l D G , ~9!

wherev52p f 52pc/l represents the angle frequency
the light wave. It changes the target function~nonperiod in
spectrum! into the phase function~period function! to map
the optical filter into a standard FIR filter. Here period 2p
corresponds with the Nyquist sampling frequency.

Theoretically the ideal frequency responseCd(v) could
be developed precisely as an infinite Fourier series, wh
corresponds with infinite crystal retarders. Therefore, l
the FIR filter, how to choose the FT coefficients to appro
mate the desired output and how to selectn retarders to
concatenate in a proper way are the key problems in opt
FIR filter design.

The simplest method is to make a direct truncation on
FT terms, but the Gibbs phenomenon resulting from a s
lobe convolution of the rectangular window is extreme
2319Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 8, August 2003
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heavy. The fewer the terms, the larger the ripples in
passband and stop band, and the broader the trans
band. However, with the number of terms increasing, ov
shoot and undershoot will appear at the break points des
better approximation. So the ripples and transition ba
restrict each other no matter how many terms there are
a given number of terms, we can only make a comprom
between them to meet our needs. The window funct
does well in reducing ripples but it costs the transiti
band. In our design, we use a numerical approximation
gorithm ~Chebyshev and least-square filter design al
rithms! for this optical FIR filter design.4,6

2.2 FIR Filter Design for the Optical FIR Filter

Assuming thatCd(v) is the desired spectrum andC(v) is
the actual spectrum, the Chebyshev approximation g
the design satisfying:

minS E $W~v!@ uCd~v!u2C~v!#%pdv D , ~10!

whereW(v) is the weight of each band. It means that a
given weight, this algorithm will give the optimal filter in
the sense that the maximal error is minimal. It shows eq
ipple property in the passband and stop band. Whenp52,
it turns into the least-square approach. In this way we
balance the ripples and transition band quite effectiv
and even get specific responses in specific frequency po
through parameter control.

Here we give an example of a green/magenta~G/M!
broadband filter used in the optical engine of a project
display. Figure 2 shows the desired spectrum respons
the G/M filter. The thick line represents the green outp
and the thin line represents the magenta output.

Figure 3 shows the simulated spectrum of an optical F
filter using Chebyshev and least-square approaches (Ck ob-
tained from these two approaches can be found in Tabl!
for the 10 order filter concerned and the phase delay
each plateDhL5805 nm. The spectrum is the normalize
distribution of C2(l) as light intensity @C(l) is con-
structed by Eq.~9!#.

The equiripple design with the Chebyshev approa
reaches ripples no larger than 2%, while the result with
least-square approach reaches the ripples no more than
but has a little broader transition band.

Fig. 2 Spectrum output of desired G/M filter.
2320 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 8, August 2003
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3 Optical Implementation of the Optical FIR Filter

3.1 Determination of Physical Parameters for
the Optical FIR Filter

Once the series of impulse responses is obtained, we
use optical backward transfersynthesis techniques pro
posed by Harris to implement the filter in optics.5

Suppose that the output component along the direc
of the analyzer is expressed in Eq.~7! and the perpendicu
lar output is denoted asD(v). Being the same form as
C(v), it forms the complementary color ofC(v).

D~v!5D01D1 exp~2 iav!1D2 exp~2 i2av!1¯

1Dn exp~2 inav!

5 (
k50

n

Dk exp~2 ikav!. ~11!

Fig. 3 G/M filter designed by Chebyshev and least-square ap-
proaches.

Table 1 Numerical results of optical backward transfer techniques
for two approaches.

k

Least-square
approach design

Chebyshev
approach design

Ck Dk

uk
(in radius) Ck Dk

uk (in
radius)

1 0.0476 20.6560 21.4983 0.0785 20.6925 21.4579

2 20.0195 20.5260 20.0872 0.0129 20.5255 20.0665

3 20.0522 0.2280 0.0153 20.0746 0.2517 20.0156

4 0.1490 20.0278 0.1766 0.1560 20.0560 0.1969

5 20.2328 20.0686 20.4427 20.2251 20.0519 20.4295

6 0.2660 0.0846 0.5811 0.2521 0.0850 0.5462

7 20.2328 20.0580 20.4427 20.2251 20.0706 20.4295

8 0.1490 0.0237 0.1766 0.1560 0.0385 0.1969

9 20.0522 20.0013 0.0153 20.0746 20.0105 20.0156

10 20.0195 20.0056 20.0872 0.0129 20.0038 20.0665

11 0.0476 0.0035 0.0725 0.0785 0.0089 0.1129
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When ignoring the crystal absorption, the two compone
satisfy the principle of energy conservation.

D~v!D~v!* 5I 0
22C~v!C~v!* , ~12!

where I 0
2 is the intensity of the incident light. It can b

chosen to be an arbitrary value as long as the two com
nents are both nonnegative. It has been demonstrated
there exist more than one set of real solutions under cer
constraints, noted asCk andDk . Each set gives a complet
description of the output. Usually we could find 2(n2m/211)

~n is the number of retarders andm is the number of com-
plex solution! sets ofDk andCk corresponding with a spe
cific I 0

2, therefore, we get 2(n2m/211) sets of different
angles to produce the same output. That is to say, they
not independent of each other and have some redundan

In the optical system shown in Fig. 1, the direction
the polarizer is chosen to be along thex axis. Rather than

Fig. 4 Simulation of quartz dispersion.

Fig. 5 Chebyshev-based G/M filter design with dispersion.
-
at

e
s.

dealing with absolute angles of each crystal retarder r
tive to x, f1 , f2 ,...,fn andfp ~the direction of the ana-
lyzer!, we define

u15f1 , u25f22f1 ,...,un5fn2fn21 ,

up5fp2fn ~13!

as the relative angles of each retarder. The whole se
angles could be determined from rear to front with theop-
tical backward transfersynthesis technique by virtue of th
relationship between the input and output of each retar
and its coordinates.5,7 Hence the spectrum could be phys
cally determined by the Jones matrix.8 Suppose that the
Jones matrix of polarized impulses behind the polarize
E05@0

1#, the output is:

Eout5F cosup exp~2 iG! sinup

2sinup exp~2 iG! cosup
G

3)
i 52

n F cosu i exp~2 iG! sinu i

2sinu i exp~2 iG! cosu i
G F cosu1

2sinu1
G . ~14!

For the two results given in Fig. 3, the correspondi
Ck , Dk , anduk determined by the least-square and Che
shev approaches are listed in Table 1. Hereu115up is the
orientation of the analyzer.

Fig. 6 Least-square-based G/M filter design with dispersion.

Fig. 7 Coordinate of a birefringent layer in an extended Jones ma-
trix.
2321Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 8, August 2003
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3.2 Angle Property Evaluation of the Filter
Considering Material Dispersion

The material of the crystal plate used in the experimen
quartz. Considering the material dispersion, the refrac
indices of quartzno and ne are simulated by a 3 order
polynomial for each one, shown in Fig. 4. The impact
material dispersion to the original design is shown in Fi
5 and 6, respectively. It can be seen that the spectrum
slightly narrowed by dispersion symmetrical to the cent
wavelength~540 nm for G/M filter!.

To find the performance of this filter under oblique inc
dence, we employ the extended Jones matrix9,10 to evaluate
the angle property of the optical FIR filter. An extend
Jones matrix provides a useful tool to treat the transm
tance of off-axis light in a general birefringent netwo
~optical axis of a birefringent layer in an arbitrary dire
tion!. In the coordinate defined in Fig. 7, thexy plane rep-
resents a birefringent layer. When employing the exten

Fig. 8 Angle property of design with the Chebyshev approach.

Fig. 9 Angle property of design with the least-square approach.
2322 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 8, August 2003
s

Jones matrix, we just have to force the azimuth angle of
optical axis in thexy plane, which meansq i50 for each
plate.9 The simulation results of the angle property by t
Chebyshev and least-square approach designs are sho
Figs. 8 and 9, respectively~in consideration of the disper
sion!.

Within 620-deg oblique incidence, the curve show
little distortion but only a certain parallel shift. Both o
these two filters show good performances of angle prope
The curve within65-deg incidence is almost the same
the curve under normal incidence.

4 Experiment Results

Since the error of the filter comes mainly from the relati
orientations of the retarders, and the error increases as
number of retarders increases, we present the experime
another design result, which is practically used in our liqu
crystal on silicon~LCOS! projection display system, fo

Fig. 10 Experiment result for an optical FIR filter: spectrum prop-
erty.

Fig. 11 Experiment angle property of the optical FIR filter.
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nine plates andDhd51075 nm. The incident light is colli-
mated. The normalized spectrum waves scanned by
spectrometer for normal incidence and for oblique in
dence are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The si
lated angle property is shown in Fig. 12. Due to the sim
manual process, the experiment shows differences ma
in the ripples between the experimental and theoretical
sults. However, these figures demonstrate that the cha
teristics of these rudimentary experiment results of the
tical FIR filter agree quite well with our theoretica
simulation.

5 Conclusions

A FIR filter theory is employed to make an optical filte
design with a structure of cascaded birefringent crystal
tarders. From the mathematical model, the given al
rithms, and the design procedure, we succeed in reali
an arbitrary spectrum output design, which is much l
restricted. Not only does it provide complementary colo
in double channels~through 90-deg rotation of the ana
lyzer!, but it has excellent wide-angular properties as w
As a result, this will contribute greatly to a more compa
optical system and higher energy efficiency. The exam
presented here acts as a color separation/combination
ponent of an optical engine in LCOS projection displ
with a very simple structure. Therefore, this optical F
filter is of great value in practical use.11,12
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